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The magnetic belt conveyor type TMT is designed to transport up a steep incline, vertically or in 

an inverted position of packaging elements or production details made of magnetic steel - cans, lids, 

caps, discs, bearings, rings, filters, etc.

The magnetic conveyors limit space occupied by a production line to minimum and improve 

communication within a plant.

MAGNETIC CONVEYOR TYPE TMT

The magnetic slide conveyor type TMS is designed to transport steel waste from straight under a press or 

saw station.

The magnetic conveyors supersede traditional belt conveyors, where premature wear of belts and other 

components occurs as a result of transport of waste parts having sharp edges and contaminated with 

emulsion or oil.

MAGNETIC CONVEYOR TYPE TMS
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Conveying of car filters. Conveying of steel waste from the press.

EXAMPLE PROJECTS

The conveyor type TMT consists of magnetic plates and pulleys and thin belt made of PVC or PU.

The metal part is transported on the conveyor belt and held by the force of the permanent magnets 

installed under the belt. The detachment of the metal part from the belt takes place in the zone of 

gradually reduced magnetic field.

The conveyor belt width, diameter of pulleys and power of magnetic plates are optimally selected to 

dimensions and weight of the metal part being transported.

The control cabinet delivered with the conveyor is used to supply and adjust operating parameters.

DESIGN OF CONVEYOR TYPE TMT

The conveyor type TMS is constructed of the magnetic modules installed under the slide made 
of austenitic stainless steel.

The magnetic modules are driven by the geared motor. After switching on power supply, metal part slides 

along the chute, following the moving magnets. At the conveyor end, the chute is so formed to enable 

metal leave the magnetic field and fall freely into the scrap container.

The entire conveyor is made of stainless steel. On request the conveyor is equipped with castors to move 

it from under the press.

DESIGN OF CONVEYOR TYPE TMS
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